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Customer’s Record
The model and serial number of this product may be found on the back of the unit. Register your Carpet Pro vacuum as
soon as possible for your protection. Also, note the model and serial numbers of your unit in the spaces provided below,
and retain this book as a permanent record of your purchase.
Model Number ______________________________________________________________________________________
Serial Number _______________________________________________________________________________________
Date Purchased ______________________________________________________________________________________
Your vacuum cleaner is a product of high-quality materials and superior workmanship. We urge you to read these
operating instructions carefully before you use this vacuum cleaner in order to obtain the full performance and satisfaction it
can offer you.

Save These Instructions
Before you plug in your vacuum cleaner, make sure the voltage indicated on the rating plate located on the back of the
vacuum cleaner is the same as your local supply.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THIS APPLIANCE.
When using an electrical appliance, basic precautions should always be followed, including the following:

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.
WARNING:

To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock or injury:

1. 	Do not leave appliance unattended when plugged in. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before servicing.
2. 	WARNING: ELECTRIC SHOCK COULD OCCUR IF USED OUTDOORS OR ON WET SURFACES.
3.	Do not allow to be used as a toy. Close attention is necessary when used by or near children.
4.	Use only as described in this manual. Use only manufacturer’s recommended attachments.
5.	Do not use with damaged cord or plug. If appliance is not working as it should, has been dropped,
damaged, left outdoors or dropped into water, return it to a service center. Wrapping the cord too tightly
puts stress on the cord and can cause cord damage. A damaged cord is an electrical shock hazard and
could cause personal injury or damage.
6.	Do not pull or carry by cord, use cord as a handle, close a door on cord, or pull cord around sharp
edges or corners. Do not run appliance over cord. Keep cord away from heated surfaces.
7.	Do not unplug by pulling on cord. To unplug, grasp the plug and pull straight out of electrical outlet.
8.	Do not handle plug or appliance with wet hands.
9.

Turn off all controls before unplugging.

10.	Do not put any object into openings. Do not use with any opening blocked; keep free of dust, lint, hair
and anything that may reduce air flow.
11.	Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers and all parts of the body away from openings and moving parts.
12.	Do not pick up anything that is burning or smoking, such as cigarettes, matches or hot ashes.
13.

Do not use without vacuum filters in place.

14.

Use extra care when cleaning on stairs.

15.	Do not use to pick up flammable or combustible liquids such as gasoline or use in areas where they
may be present.
16.

Do not attempt to service the unit while appliance is plugged in.

17.	Do not allow vacuum cleaner to remain in one spot for any length of time when the brushroll is turning.
Damage to carpet may occur.
18.	Do not touch the brushroll when vacuum cleaner is on.
19.	This appliance is intended for household use only.
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Two-Wire Polarized Cord
T his product is equipped with a polarized alternating current line plug (a plug having one blade
wider than the other). This plug fits into the power outlet only one way. This is a safety feature. If
you are unable to insert the plug fully into the outlet, try reversing the plug. If the plug still does not
fit, contact an electrician to replace the obsolete outlet. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the
polarized plug.

State of California Proposition 65 Warnings:
WARNING: This product contains one or more chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer.
WARNING: This product contains one or more chemicals known to the State of California to cause birth defects
or other reproductive harm.
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PARTS IDENTIFICATION

Parts Identification
Handle
ON/OFF
Button

Upper
Dustbin
Release
Button

Upper Cord Hook

Power
Cord

Cord Retainer
Dustbin
Exhaust
Filter Cover
(Filter Inside)

Wand
Dusting
Brush

Carpet Height
Adjust

Stretch Hose

Crevice
Tool

Lower Dustbin
Release Button

(to empty contents)

Handle
Release
Pedal

Furniture
Guard
Lower
Cord Hook
Tool Activation
Dial

Nozzle

Drive
Belt

Model Number/
Serial Number

Handheld Turbo Brush

Replacement Filters and Belt
•G
 enuine Carpet Pro HEPA Media and
Secondary Filter Set. Part #CPBU-F
-5-

•G
 enuine Carpet Pro Belt.
Package of 2 Part #CPBU-B2
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How to Assemble and Operate the Vacuum
Note: Do not plug in the vacuum until it is completely assembled.
pay special attention to these hazard alert boxes, and follow any
Handle AssemblyPlease
instructions given. WARNING statements alert you to such hazards as fire,
electric shock, burns and personal injury. CAUTION statements alert you to
such hazards as personal injury and/or property damage.

The vacuum, hose, wand and accessories are
packed separately.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Handle
Screw

1. R emove the handle screw from the rear of handle
unit (Fig. 1).

D
B

WARNING

Shock Hazard
2. Remove and discardElectrical
cardboard.

3. Assemble the

Cardboard

DO NOT plug into the electrical
until theinassembly
is complete.
handlesupply
as shown
(Fig. 1).
Failure to do so could result in
electrical shock or injury.

4. Using

a Phillips screwdriver, tighten the handle
screw (Fig. 2). Note: Do not overtighten.

HANDLE ASSEMBLY

5. Place

the dusting brush and crevice tool in areas
as shown.

Fig. 1

-6-

Screw
Hole
Handle
Screw

Handle
Screw

Dusting
Brush

Cardboard

Fig. 2

-6-
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Crevice
Tool

How to Assemble and Operate the Vacuum
Stretch Hose Assembly

NSION
HOSE
ASSEMBLY
1. Align
the tabs on
the hose assembly
EXTENSION
HOSEtoASSEMBLY2. Rotate hose assembly as shown until it locks
corresponding slots in lower hose port, insert
hose assembly into lower hose port (Fig. 1).

into place (Fig. 2).

Extension
Hose
Assembly

3. P ush hose handle into extension hose
holding bracket (Fig. 3).

Extension
Hose
Assembly

Tab
Tab
Lower
Hose Port

Fig. 1

Lower
Hose Port

POWER CORD

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

POWER CORD

ON/OFF SWITCH
ON/OFF
Switch
To turn vacuum cleaner on or off, press Upper
the
Cord

Hook
switch.
ToON/OFF
turn vacuum
cleaner ON or OFF, press
Power
the ON/OFF switch on the handle. (Fig.Cord
4).

Power Cord
Plug ON/OFF

Switch

WARNING

Electrical Shock and Personal Injury
Hazard

CAUTION
POWER
CORD
Wrapping
cord too
tightly putscleaner
stress
Do notthe
allow
vacuum
to

Injury

Upper
Cord
Hook
Power
Cord

on the cord and can cause cord damage.
remain
one
forshock
any length of
A damagedin
cord
is anspot
electrical
time
when
is turning.Lower
hazard and
couldthe
causebrushroll
personal injury
Cord
or damage. to carpet may occur.
Damage
Hook

WARNING

Electrical Shock and Personal Injury
Hazard
PERFORMANCE FEATURES

Pow
Plug

Fig. 4

-7-

Wrapping the cord too tightly puts stress
Upper
on the cord
and canMOTOR
cause cord PROTECTION
damage.
DUAL
Cord
A damaged
cord
is
an
electrical
shock
Hook
Power Cord
hazardPower
and could cause personal injury
Plug
or damage.
Cord
6

SYSTEM
Lower
Cord
Hook
Motor
Protector
Bypass

Use caution when operating near children.
Extension
Hose
Assembly

How to Assemble and Operate the Vacuum
POWER CORD

and
Storing
the
1.Turn Assembling
the quick release
upper
cord hook
o either
side
and
down
to
release
the
Power Cord
power cord.
1. Lock the power cord into the cord retainer (Fig. 1).
Tab

2. Turn the upper cordLower
hook to the upright position (Fig. 2).
Hose Port

3. Wrap

power cord loosely around upper and lower
cord hooks.

POWER CORD

4. Lock power cord plug onto the power cord.

Fig. 1

WARNING

Personal Injury and Product Damage
Hazard

WARNING

DO NOT use
Upperoutlets above counters.
Cord cord to items in
Damage from
Hook
surrounding
area could occur.Power Cord

OPERATING

Power
Cord

• To reduce the riskWARNING
of electric shock,

Plug

Note: To store cord, turn upper cord hook
this vacuum
cleanerShock
has aand
polarized
Electrical
Personal Injury to the up position, then wrap cord loosely
plug (one blade is wider than the
around quick release
upper cord hook
CAUTION
Hazard
other).
and lower cord hook. Refer to page 14.
Wrapping the cord too tightly puts stress
Vacuum Cleaner
Storage.
Moving
parts! To reduce the risk of person
on the
cord
and can cause
cord damage.
• The plug will
fit in
a polarized
outlet
DO NOT touch the brushroll when vacuu
A damaged
corddoes
is an not
electrical shock
is on. Contacting the brushroll while it is ro
only one way.
If the plug
hazard
andreverse
could cause
cut, bruise or cause other injuries. Always
Lower
fit fully in the
outlet,
the personal injury
Cord
and unplug from electrical outlet before ser
or damage.
WARNING
plug. If it still does not fit, contact a
Hook
Use caution when operating near children.
qualified technician to install the
Electrical Shock and Personal Injury
proper outlet. Do not change the
Hazard
plug in any way.

• When any abnormality/failure

occurs, stop using the product
immediately and disconnect the
power plug.

Unwinding the Power Cord

Wrapping the cord too tightly puts stress POWE
on the cord and can cause cord damage.
A damaged
cordthe
is quick
an electrical
1.Turn
release shock
upper cord hook
hazard
and
could
cause
personal
to
either
side
and
to release the
Fig. 2 down injury
-7or damage.power cord.

-8- to
1. T he upper cord hook rotates for quick access
the power cord.

2. Turn

the upper cord hook downward to release
the cord without unwinding it from the cord
hooks (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3
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SUGGESTED HEIGHT SETTINGS:
Select a height setting by turning the
Select a height setting by turning the
There are
fiveAND
(5)knob
height
settings
ADJUST
located
on on
the
CARPET
HEIGHTHEIGHT
SELECTION
SETTINGS
HEIGHT ADJUST
knob located
on the
the vacuum cleaner.
You
may need to
nozzle.
How
to
Assemble
and
Operate
the
Vacuum
nozzle.
raise the height to make some jobs easier,
SUGGESTED
SETTINGS:
To select carpet height setting:
such as
scatter
andcarpet
some deep pile
Attention:
Refer rugs
toHEIGHT
your
Attention:
Refer to
your carpet
carpets, and tocleaning
prevent the vacuum
manufacturer’s
Carpet
Height
Adjustment
Select
a
height
setting
by
turning
the
There
areshutting
five (5) height
settings on
manufacturer’s
cleaning
cleaner
off.
Some
delicate
HEIGHT
ADJUST knob located on therecommendations.
thefrom
vacuum
cleaner.
Youmore
may need
to
recommendations.
more
delicate
IMPORTANT:
The nozzle.
height Some
adjustment
must
be set while
the vacuum
is
in
the
upright
carpets
may
require
that
they
bejobs easier,
raise the height to make position.
some
carpets
they
be position until
The nozzle
willmay
not require
engage that
into the
selected
the handle
is reclined
to
the
operation
vacuumed
therugs
brushroll
turned
such with
as scatter
and
some
deep off
pile to
Attention:
Refer to your
carpet
vacuumed with
the brushroll
turned
off to preventcarpets,
and
to prevent the vacuum
carpet
damage.
position.
cleaner from shutting off.
prevent carpetmanufacturer’s
damage. cleaning
To select carpet height setting:

The
the
rais
suc
car
cle

recommendations. Some more delicate

Locate the height adjustment
dialrequire
on thethat
topthey
of the
carpets may
be
withfive
the brushroll
turned off to
vacuum nozzle (Fig. vacuumed
1). There are
carpet height
prevent carpet damage.
settings designed for numerous flooring surfaces.
Height Adjust
Height Adjust
Knob
Knob
High
Plush carpet
Height Adjust
Med-High
Medium Knob
pile carpet
Med
General setting
Med-Low
Hard floors
Low
Low pile carpet
NOTE: The nozzle will not engage into the
If it becomes difficult to push the vacuum across the
carpet, adjust the dial to a higher carpet setting.

selected
position
until
cleaner
NOTE:
The nozzle
notvacuum
engage into
the
Fig. will
1the
position
the vacuum position.
cleaner
handleselected
is lowered
to until
the operating

NO
sele
han

handle is lowered to the operating position.

FLOOR/TOOLS
SELECTOR VALV
FLOOR/TOOLS
SELECTOR
VALVE
- FLOOR
POSITION
FLOOR/TOOLS
SELECTOR
VALVE
- FLOOR
POSITION

TO
OL
S

FLOOR

position as shown in (Fig. 1).

When vacuuming floors, turn the tool
activation dial to the FLOOR position as
shown in (Fig. 2).

FLOOR

Tool Activation
Dial
Tool
Activation floors, verify that the
When
vacuuming
Tool Activation
Whenfloors,
vacuuming
floors,
that the
Dial Selector Valveis in the Floor
When vacuuming
verify
thatverify
the
Floor/Tools
Dial
Floor/Tools
Selector
Valveis
in
the
Floor
– Floor
Position
Floor/Tools
Selector
FLOOR
positionValveis
as shownininthe
(Fig.Floor
1).
position as shown in (Fig. 1).

Tool
Dial

FLOOR

TO
O

TOOLSLS

TOOLS

(Figure 1)

(Figure 1)

RELEASING THE HANDLEFig. 2

RELEASING THE H

Release the handle by pressing down on

Reclining thetheHandle
handle release
pedal with your foot
RELEASING
THE HANDLE
and pulling back and down on the handle

Release the handle by pressing down on
the handle release pedal with your foot
and pulling back and down on the handle
with your hand.

with pedal
your
hand.
Press Release
the handle
with your
foot on
therelease
handle
by pressing
down
to recline
the handle
(Fig. pedal
3). with your foot
the handle
release

and pulling back and down on the handle
with your hand.

-9-

Fig. 3

Edge Cleaning
-9-

Guide the right side of the nozzle from the user’s
-9perspective along the wall or stationary furnitureWARNING
for
Personal Injury Hazard
the best edge cleaning (Fig. 4).
Use care if vacuum cleaner is placed
on stairs. If it falls, personal injury or
property damage could result.

8

Edge
Cleaning

Fig. 4

ATTACHMENT STORAGE

Tools Cleaning

Tool Activation Extension
Dial - Tools Position

FLOOR

TO
OL
S

FLOOR

FLOOR

Tool Activation
Dial
Tool Activation
Dial

Wand

When cleaning with attachments, turn the
2
tool activation dial to the TOOLS
position as
shown in (Fig. 1). 1

FLOOR

TOOLS

TO
OL
S

TOOLS

Wand
Dusting
Brush

Extension
Hose

(Figure 2)
(Figure 2)
Fig. 2

Stretch
Hose

Attachment Uses

Crevice
Tool

CLEANING AREA
CLEANING AREA

Between
Furniture* Between
Cushions*
Furniture*
Cushions*

ATTACHMENT
ATTACHMENT

Drapes*
Drapes*

Stairs
Stairs

Tool
Activation
Dial

CREVICE TOOL
CREVICE TOOL
DUSTING BRUSH
DUSTING BRUSH
HANDHELD TURBO BRUSH
HANDHELD TURBO BRUSH

* Always clean attachments before using on fabrics.
= Applicable
* Always clean attachments before using on fabrics.
= Applicable

HANDHELD TURBO BRUSH

Handheld Turbo Brush

-11-11-

Insert the wand into the
handheld turbo brush
and press firmly.

Regularly check
the air path
to make sure
it is free of
obstructions.

Cut off any carpet
pile and lint entangled
around brushroll with a
pair of scissors.

The handheld turbo
brush pivots for more
convenient cleaning.
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Tools Cleaning
Using theHOW
Stretch
Wand
TOHose
USE and
HOSE
AND EXTENSION WAND
3. Attach the wand to the hose handle (Fig. 3).
F L OOR

1. T urn tool activation
dial to the TOOLS
position when using
tools (Fig. 1). Return
dial to FLOOR
position when not
using attachments.

Wand
Dusting
Brush

Handheld
Turbo Brush

(Figure 1)
Fig. 1

2. G
 rasp the handle on the hose to remove it
from the holding bracket (Fig. 2).

Stretch
Hose

Crevice
Tool

Fig. 3WAND
HOW TO USE HOSE AND EXTENSION

F L OOR

4. The dusting brush, crevice tool and handheld
turbo brush can be attached directly to the -12wand or the hose handle (Fig. 4).
Dusting
Brush

(Figure 1)

Fig. 2

Crevice
Tool
Fig. 4

Wand

Stretch
Hose

10

Handheld
Turbo Brush

Extension
Wand
1

Tools Cleaning

2

ATTACHMENT Wand
STORAGE

Attachment Storage

1. R eplace the wand into the holder on the side
of the vacuum.
Extension
Hose

4. ADusting
ttachments should be returned to their
Brush
appropriate
locations on the vacuum
cleaner.

Extension
Wand
1

Stretch
Hose

2

Crevice
Tool

Wand

2. S
 lide the stretch
hose handle
down and into the
Extension
holding bracket.
Hose

Dusting
Brush
Tool
Activation
Dial
Stretch
Hose

3. Turn the tool activation dial
to the FLOOR position.

HANDHELD TURBO BRUSH
Tool
Activation
Dial

HANDHELD TURBO BRUSH
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Crevice
Tool

WARNING

de polvo

Always unplug power cord from
electrical outlet before performing
any service on vacuum cleaner.

How to Empty the Dustbin

Note: Always unplug power cord from electrical outlet before performing any service on
vacuum cleaner.
How to Remove the Dustbin
1. G
 rasp the handle Upper
3. Remove any
Upper
Dustbin
Suction
on the top of the Suction
clogs
that
might
Port
Port
Release
dustbin. Press the
be located in the
Button
dustbin release
upper or lower
Lower
button (Fig. 1).
suction ports
Lower
Suction
Suction
(Fig. 2).
Port
Port
2. Lift up and out to
remove dustbin
Fig. 2
DUST BIN EMPTYING
from vacuum
DUSTBIN
BINEMPTYING
EMPTYING
DUST
cleaner.
Fig. 1
How to Empty theWARNING
Dustbin
Upper
Suctionpower cord from
Always unplug
WARNING
3. The base will drop down
WARNING
1. H
 old the dustbin
electricalPort
outlet before performing
and the debris will fall
Always
unplug
power
cordfrom
from
over a
trash unplug
any
service
on vacuum
cleaner.
Always
power
cord
into the trash container
electrical
outlet
before
performing
container.
Dustbin
electrical outlet before
performing
Lower
Door
(Fig. 4).
any
service
on
vacuum
cleaner.
any service on vacuum
Suction cleaner.
Release
2. P ush the lower
Port
Button
4. Shake the dustbin to
dustbin release
Dustbin release any debris that
button downward
Release
to release the
Button might hang inside the
dustbin.
bottom of the
Dustbin
Dustbin
dustbin (Fig. 3).
Release
Release
Fig. 3

Button
Button

5. A
 fter the dustbin is empty
of debris, firmly push the
base onto the dustbin
Dustbin
until it clicks and is fully
Door
Release
latched (Fig. 5).

Botón de
liberación
del contenedor
de polvo

Dustbin
Door
Release
Button
Botón de
liberación
del contenedor
de polvo

Botóndede
Botón
Fig.liberación
4liberación
delcontenedor
contenedor
del
polvo
dedepolvo

Upper Button
Suction
Port
-17-

-17-

Upper Lower
Upper
SuctionSuction
Suction
Port Port
Port
Fig. 5

Lower
Lower
Suction
Suction
Port
How to Replace the Dustbin
Port

1. Line up the bottom of the dustbin with the base of
the vacuum. Then push the upper dustbin release
-17Dustbin
button while pushing the top of the dustbin into
the
Door
vacuum until it clicks into place (Fig. 6).
Release
Button

Dustbin
Dustbin
Door
Door
Release
Release
Button
Button
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Fig. 6

How to Replace the Filters
Filter Identification
This vacuum cleaner has 3 filters that need to be cleaned and/or replaced on a regular basis.

FILTER IDENTIFICATION

Pre-Filter

Secondary Filter

HEPA Media Filter

13

How to Replace the Vacuum Filters
When to Change the Filters

HEPA MEDIA EXHAUST FILTER REPLACEMENT

At a minimum, it’s recommended to replace the HEPA Media and secondary filters after 6 months of
use. If someone in your household is sensitive to airborne allergens, it is recommended to change
the filters after every three months.

How to Replace
the HEPA
MediaFILTER
FilterREPLACEMENT
HEPA MEDIA
EXHAUST
Note: The HEPA media filter CANNOT be
washed.

5. P lace a new HEPA
media filter into the
vacuum cleaner as
shown (Fig. 3).

1. T urn off and unplug the vacuum cleaner.
2. R emove the dustbin from the vacuum cleaner.

Large
Tab

Small
Tab

3. Turn the HEPA
media filter
cover and lift
off (Fig. 1).

Fig. 3

Small
Tab

Large
Tab
Small
Tab

Small
Tab

Fig. 1

4. Remove the
HEPA media
filter from
the vacuum
cleaner
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 4

6. R eplace the filter cover by placing tabs
in the bottom slots. The tabs are different
sizes. Rotate until the cover locks into place
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 2
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How to Replace the Vacuum Filters
Frame
It is recommended to wash the filter with cold water at least every three (3) months.

PRIMARY FILTER CLEANING

How to Clean/Replace the Secondary Filter
1. T urn off and unplug the vacuum cleaner.
2. R emove the
dustbin from the
vacuum cleaner
(Fig. 1).

5. Remove the filter from the frame (Fig. 3).
Secondary
Filter

Frame

Upper
Dustbin
Release
Button

Botón de
liberación
del contenedor
de polvo

Secondary
Filter
Upper
Dustbin

3. P ull up on the
dustbin lid latch
to open the
dustbin (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Release

Button

Dustbin
Lid Latch

Fig. 3

Botón de
liberación
del contenedor
de polvo
DO
NOT use

6. W
 ash the filter with cold water only,
detergent or soap. Repeat 10 times or until water
runs clear.

7. O
 nce the filter is washed clean, squeeze by hand
and allow to air dry until completely dry before
putting back into the vacuum cleaner.

Dustbin
Lid LatchFig. 2

4. Remove the filter
frame and filter
(Fig. 3).

8. R einstall the filter into the frame and then into the
dustbin lid.
9. Close the lid. A noticeable click should be heard.
10. Reinstall the dustbin into the vacuum cleaner.
Note: When cleaning the filter no longer restores the
vacuum cleaner suction to full power, replace the filter.
DO NOT operate without filter installed.
DO NOT wash filter in the dishwasher.

Fig. 3

DO NOT install damp filter into vacuum cleaner.

-19-
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PRE-FILTER CLEANING

How to Replace the Vacuum Filters
How to Clean the Pre-Filter
The pre-filter is located inside the dustbin. Check
the pre-filter frequently and clean when dirty.

To Replace the Pre-Filter
1. S
 lide the pre-filter
upward onto the
dustbin lid body.
Align large tab
with large slot
(Fig. 6).

1. R emove the dustbin from
the vacuum cleaner.
2. R otate the dustbin
lid from lock to
unlock position
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1

Fig. 6

3. S
 eparate the dustbin
lid by pulling down
(Fig. 2) and lift off.

2. S
 lide the
retaining ring
into position.
Align the large
tab with the
large slot. Rotate
as indicated by
the arrow
(Fig. 7).

Retaining
Ring

3. R eplace the
lower portion of
the dustbin by
aligning marks as
UNLOCKED.

Retaining
Ring

4. Rotate until marks
align as LOCKED
(Fig. 8).

Fig. 2

4. Remove the
retaining ring
by turning in
the direction
indicated by the
arrow (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3

5. R emove the
pre-filter
by sliding
downward
(Fig. 4).

Large
Tab

Fig. 8

Pre-Filter

DO NOT wash pre-filter in the dishwasher.

Fig. 4

6. C
 lean the pre-filter by
gently tapping over
a trash container.
Tap on several sides
to ensure thorough
cleaning (Fig. 5).

Fig. 7

5. R eplace the
dustbin into the
vacuum cleaner.

Pre-filt er
Pre-Filter

Pre-filt er
Pre-Filter

Large
Tab

Pre-Filter

DO NOT install damp parts into the vacuum
cleaner

Fig. 5

7. R inse with cold water only DO NOT use
detergent or soap. Allow parts to dry 24
hours before putting themback into the
vacuum cleaner.
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BELT AND AGITATOR CHANGING

How toBELT
Replace
the Belt
and Brushroll
AND AGITATOR
CHANGING
WARNING

Note:
Always
unplug
the cord
power
cord from the
Always
unplug
power
from
electrical
outlet
before
performing
any service
WARNING
electrical
outlet
before
performing
any
on the
vacuum
cleaner.
service
vacuum
cleaner.
Always on
unplug
power
cord from
electrical outlet before performing any
1. Turn off and unplug vacuum cleaner.
service on vacuum cleaner.
2. W
 ith vacuum cleaner upside down, remove
four (4) screws (Fig. 1).

4. R emove
brushroll by
carefully
lifting out
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 5

8. T urn the brushroll by
hand to make sure
that the belt is not
twisted or pinched
and that all rotating
parts turn freely
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 1

3. R emove nozzle
cover by
placing vacuum
in upright
position. Grasp
rear of cover
and rotate
forward. Pull up
to release
(Fig. 2).

7. R einstall the
brushroll into
the nozzle
by pulling
toward front
of nozzle and
sliding into
grooves
(Fig. 5).

Tabs

Fig. 2
Tabs

9. R eplace
cover by
sliding 3 tabs
into place
and rotating
closed
(Fig. 7).

Fig. 6

Tabs
Tabs
Fig. 7

Fig. 3

5. R emove and replace worn or broken belt.

10. T urn vacuum cleaner upside down, and
replace four (4) screws (Fig. 8).

6. Loop new
belt around
motor shaft
and brushroll
belt groove
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 4
Fig. 8
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WARNING

How to Clean the Brushroll

Always unplug power cord from
electrical outlet before performing
any
BRUSHROLL
vacuum
cleaner.cord from the
Note:service
Alwayson
unplug
the power
electrical outlet before performing any service
on the vacuum
cleaner.
WARNING
To maintain
efficient cleaning, the
brushroll
mustpower
be keptcord
freefrom
of carpet
Always
unplug
fiber,
string,
or
hair
build-up.
After every
To maintain
efficient
cleaning,
the
brushroll
electrical
outlet
before
performing
any
7 to
10on
uses,
unplug
and
turn
vacuum
mustservice
be
kept
free
of
carpet
fiber,
string,
hair
vacuum
cleaner.
cleaner over and check brushrollorfor
fiber
buildup.
7 to 10 uses, unplug and
andAfter
hairevery
build-up.
turn vacuum cleaner over and check brushroll
Use
scissors
to remove
any build-up
for To
fiber
and
hairefficient
buildup.
maintain
cleaning,
the
entangled
around
the free
brushroll.
brushroll
must
be kept
of carpet

CLEANING

string,
or hairany
build-up.
Usefiber,
scissors
to remove
buildup After every
7 to 10 uses, unplug and turn vacuum
entangled
the brushroll.
cleaneraround
over and
check brushroll for fiber
and hair build-up.

CHECK
BRUSHROLL BRUSHES
Use scissors to remove any
build-up
entangled around the brushroll.

CheckWhen
Brushroll
Brushes
brushes are worn
to the level of the

Worn Brushes

New Brushes

base support bars, replace the brushroll
When brushes
are worn to the level of the
assembly.
base support bars, replace the brushroll
assembly.

CHECK BRUSHROLL BRUSHES
Worn Brushes

New Brushes

When brushes are worn to the level of the
base support bars, replace the brushroll
assembly.

CLOG REMOVAL

Base Support
Base Bars
Support
Bar

How to Remove
a Clog
-231. R emove dustbin.

Cepillos Nuevos
Dustbin
Release
Button

Botón
liberac
del co
de pol

CLOG REMOVAL
Dustbin
Release
Button -23-

Base Support
Base Bars
Support
Bar
Cepillos Nuevos

A) Upper
Suction
Port

2. C
 lean
A.
B.
C.
D.

Cepillos Desgastado

and remove any lint or debris from:
Upper suction port
Lower suction port
Nozzle suction port
Selector valve port (on rear)

A) Upper
Suction
Port

C) Nozzle
Suction Port

C) Nozzle
18 Suction Port

Botón de
liberación
del contened
de polvo

Cepillos Desgastado

B) Lower
Suction
Port

B) Lower
Suction
Port

D) Selector
Valve Port
(on rear)

Electrical Shock and Personal Injury Hazard
Disconnect electrical supply before performing maintenance to the vacuum cleaner.
FailureWARNING
to do so could result in electrical shock or personal injury from vacuum cleaner
suddenly
Electrical starting.
Shock and Personal Injury Hazard
Disconnect electrical supply before performing maintenance to the vacuum cleaner.
Note:
Disconnect
supply
before performing
to the
vacuum
clener.
Failure to
Failure
to do soelectrical
could result
in electrical
shock ormaintenance
personal injury
from
vacuum
cleaner
do so
could result
in electrical shock or personal injury from vacuum cleaner suddenly starting.
suddenly
starting.

How to Remove a Clog

1. Remove
knob selector
cover ring by
squeezing
two (2)
release tabs
and pulling
toward you
(Fig. 1).

Tab

Cover
Ring
Cover
Ring

2. G
 rasp valve
knob and pull
toward you
(Fig. 2).

4. Remove lower hose
from selector knob
by squeezing hose
in area shown and
moving side to side
while pulling (Fig. 4).

Tab

Fig. 1

Tab

Note: The hose is
flexible and may
collapse while
squeezing. This is
normal and does not
damage it.

Tab

Valve
Knob

5. C
 lean lower hose
and selector knob
as necessary.
Replace lower
hose on to selector
knob. Make sure
lower hose is fully
inserted (Fig. 5).

Valve
Knob

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

6. Insert knob into
opening. Align to
position shown and
push inward until it
seats (Fig. 6).

Fig. 2

3. Remove any
lint or debris
from inside
floor/tools
selector knob
and lower
hose (Fig. 3).

Fig. 6

7. R eplace knob
selector cover ring
by aligning tabs
and pushing inward
until it clicks (Fig. 7).

Fig. 3

-16Fig. 7

-16-
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PERFORMANCE FEATURES

Motor Protection

DUAL MOTOR
PROTECTION SYSTEM
Dual Motor Protection
System
Thermal Motor Protector
This vacuum cleaner has a motor protector
thermal valve that prevents the motor from
overheating. If a clog prevents the normal flow
of air to the motor, the thermal protector turns off
the motor automatically. This allows the motor to
cool in order to prevent damage to the vacuum
cleaner.

Motor Protector - Bypass Valve
This vacuum
cleaner also
has a motor
Motor
protector
Protector
Bypass
bypass valve
Valve
(Fig. 1)
that prevents the
motor from
overheating
and causing
damage.
Fig. 1
The valve opens
to provide
cooling air
when a clog prevents normal air flow to the
vacuum cleaner suction motor. You will notice
a change of sound as air rushes through the
valve opening.

To correct problem: Turn off the vacuum
cleaner and unplug the power cord from the
outlet to allow the vacuum cleaner to cool and
the thermal protector in the suction motor to reset.
Check for and remove clogs, and empty the
dustbin if necessary.
Check and replace any clogged or dirty filters.
Wait approximately 40-50 minutes before
restarting the vacuum cleaner.

To correct problem: Empty the dustbin
and clean the filters.
Check for and remove clogs, and empty the
dustbin if necessary.
Note: Do not block motor protector.

-10-
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Note: The motor protector may open when
using attachments or when cleaning new
carpet due to reduced airflow caused by the
attachments or by new carpet lint filling the
dustbin quickly.

Troubleshooting
Please check each item below if you have trouble with your vacuum.
Unplug the vacuum from the power supply before servicing.
PROBLEM
Vacuum cleaner
does not work.

CHECK POINT
1. Unplugged at wall outlet.
2. Tripped circuit breaker/blown fuse
at household service panel.
3. Thermal protector tripped.
4. Defective wall outlet.
5. Handle screw not tight.

Poor job of dirt
pickup.

POSSIBLE SOLUTION
1. P lug in firmly and push ON/OFF
button.
2. Reset circuit breaker or replace
fuse.
3. Allow vacuum cleaner to cool then
reset thermal protector.
4. Check with an electrician to have
outlet properly serviced.
5. Tighten screw.

1. Full or clogged dustbin.
2. Floor tool selector knob not in
correct position.
3. Wrong pile height setting.
4. Worn brushroll.
5. Clogged nozzle.
6. Clogged hose.
7. Broken/misplaced belt.
8. Hose not inserted fully.
9. Motor protection system activated.
10. Dirty filters.

1. Empty dustbin.
2. Change to correct position.

Vacuum Cleaner picks
up moveable rugs or
pushes too hard.

1. Wrong pile height setting.

1. Adjust setting to higher position.

Brushroll does not turn.

1. Broken belt
2. Thermal protector tripped.

1. Replace belt.
2. Unplug and allow vacuum cleaner
to cool 40 - 50 minutes

Airflow restricted
with attachment use.
Sound changes.

1. Attachment use restricts airflow.

1. C
 heck attachments for fuzz,lint, pet
hair or other debris.
2. Check for clogs and clean hose.

Difficulty adjusting pile
height setting.

1. V
 acuum cleaner not in proper
upright position.

1. P lace vacuum cleaner in the
locked upright position. Set height
adjustment. Release handle.

Handheld turbo brush
will not run when
attached.

1. Carpet pile or strings entangled.
2. Worn or broken belt.

1. Clean brushroll (page 19).
2. Return to your retailer or service
center for replacement if under
warranty.

Handheld turbo brush
does poor job of dirt
pickup.

1. Carpet pile or strings entangled
2. Worn or broken belt.

1. Clean brushroll (page 19).
2. Return to your retailer or service
center for replacement if under
warranty.

2. New carpet fuzz clogged air path.
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3. Adjust setting.
4. Replace brushroll.
5. Check for clogs on page 19.
6. Check for clogs.
7. Replace/fix belt.
8. Insert hose fully.
9. Check for clogs.
10. Clean or replace as applicable.

For Best Performance
• Keep machine and all accessories clean and in good operating condition.
• Replace filters frequently.
•A
 lways use genuine filters and parts, as use of other products may result in poor cleaning or
filtration performance. Carpet Pro filtration products are designed for maximum performance.
• Store machine carefully in a dry area.
• For optimum cleaning performance and safety, follow your owner’s manual.
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Warranty
What Is Covered:
This warranty covers any defects in material and workmanship in your new Carpet Pro vacuum.
How Long Coverage Lasts:
Warranty coverage for the Carpet Pro vacuum lasts one year. Household models used commercially
are only warranted for 90 days.
What Is Not Covered:
• Damage to the vacuum that occurs from neglect, abuse, alterations, accident, misuse or improper
maintenance.
• Normal replacement items: belts and disposable filters.

What Carpet Pro Will Do:
This warranty provides, at no cost to you, all labor and parts to keep this vacuum in proper
operating condition during the warranted period.

How to Get Service:
Warranty service can only be obtained by presenting the vacuum to the Carpet Pro Service Center.
A proof-of-purchase and product serial number will be required before service is rendered.
THIS WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ANY AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES WHETHER
WRITTEN, ORAL, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, (INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE). THIS WARRANTY DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
How State Law Applies:
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from state
to state.
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Owner’s Warranty Information

Keep this for your records.
The model and serial number of this product can be found on the back of the unit. Register your
Carpet Pro vacuum as soon as possible for your protection. Also, note the model and serial
numbers of your unit in the spaces provided below, and retain this book as a permanent record
of your purchase.
Model Number ___________________________________________________________________
Serial Number ____________________________________________________________________
Date Purchased ___________________________________________________________________

Purchased from:
Store Name 		
Address 		
City, State, ZIP 		
Telephone 		
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Carpet Pro Vacuum Cleaners
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